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Clay Thumb Pots
Simple clay pots help build motor skills as well as offering scope for a wide range of surge 
decoration. This type of pot is also known as a pinch pot. Teacher demonstration is essential.

•  Air-drying clay
•  Objects to impress into surface
•  Ready mixed paint
•  PVA glue
•  Brushes & water

• Cover tables then divide clay into pieces roughly the size  
 of a Satsuma.
•  Model rolling the clay into a smooth ball between the  
 palms of your hands.
•  Press a thumb into the centre. It is important that the hole  
 is as central as possible.
•  Model how to pull the thumb and fingers towards each  
 other to start widening the hole and forming the sides  
 (FIG. 1.)
•  Turn the clay round as you go. Continue until the pot is  
 formed.
•  Show the children how to use a little water to smooth the  
 rim if the clay has cracked. Avoid too much water.
•  Discuss how the pots might be decorated. Show children  
 images of patterns from a range of cultures and artists.  
 Consider random or regular patterns.
•  There are 2 main ways to decorate the surface of the pot;
 a] impress objects into the clay - try stiff card, pencils or  
 other tools.
 b] roll out thin, wormlike pieces of clay and press gently  
 to attach.
•  Allow the clay to dry completely. This takes 24-48 hours.
•  Pots can be glazed by painting with good quality ova glue  
 that dries clear and shiny.
•  To add colour, mix PVA glue into the paint to avoid flaking  
 and to add a sheen. Plan the painting and restrict   
 the number of colours if necessary to avoid   
 lovely work being spoilt by rushed painting.

Materials

Method

Taking it further

Experimenting

Join two thumb pots together using water to make both rims 
a little sticky then push and smooth clay across the join. Add 
features to make real or imaginary creatures.

Air-drying clay is vastly more affordable than it used to be 
and allows children tp have the same experience without 
the need for a kiln. Manipulating clay is a different skill to 
working in 2 dimensions and a lot of speaking and listening 
usually comes from it.

Geography - Art/ceramics from an overseas or 
contrasting locality

Cross-
Curricular 

idea




